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QUESTION 1 
What are the features of Lean Warehouse Management which makes it lucrative to implement in 
place of full Warehouse Management System? (Choose three) 
 

A. Reduced time of implementation 

B. Less complexity compared to full Warehouse management 

C. Storage at storage bin level 

D. Usage of storage sections not required 

 
Answer: ABD 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
You have been asked to explain the salient features of storage bin master record.  
Which of the following statement correct? (Choose two) 
 

A. The storage bins are always created within a storage section 

B. We can assign a picking area and, where necessary, a fire-containment section for hazardous 
good management 

C. Storage bin can be assigned to a storage type 

D. Every storage bin is uniquely identified by coordinates in the storage type, and up to 12 
characters are available for constructing the storage bin coordinates 

 
Answer: AB 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
What are the steps involved in the picking process Using Warehouse Management? (Choose 
four) 
 

A. Printing of transfer orders 

B. Printing of transfer requirements 

C. Post goods issue 

D. Confirmation of quantities 

E. Creation of transfer requirements for outbound delivery 

F. Creation of transfer order for outbound delivery 

 
Answer: ACDF 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Which of the following options are available in standard SAP ECC system for handling of 
inspections lots during putaway in Warehouse Management? (Choose four) 
 

A. Interim storage of inspection samples in a work center 

B. Putaway the inspection lots and the remaining quantities 

C. Interim storage of inspection samples in a storage bin 

D. Pass over the transfer requirement items that belong to an inspection lot 

E. Inspection lots remain in the goods receipt area 

F. Inspection lots remain in the goods issue area 

 
Answer: ABDE 
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QUESTION 5 
Which of the following statement is correct about the warehouse number? (Choose two) 
 

A. A warehouse number is linked to at least one combination of plant and storage location 

B. We can assign a plant-storage combination to two or more warehouse numbers 

C. We have to connect every storage location that has been created within a plant, in Inventory 
Management to a warehouse number 

D. We can link several plant&-storage location combinations to one warehouse number 

 
Answer: AD 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Where do we define the requirement for packing relevance of an item in the delivery? 
 

A. Material master 

B. Sales order 

C. Item category 

D. Warehouse number 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
How the picking location determined for a delivery item? (Choose two) 
 

A. The rules shipped in the standard system are MALA, RETA and MARA 

B. The system determines the picking location based on a rule defined in the delivery type 

C. The system determines the storage location when it creates the outbound delivery 

D. The storage location entered in the order item is not used in the outbound delivery 

 
Answer: AB 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
Your customer has cancelled the order at the last minute. However, the goods for the said order 
has already been picked, taken to the goods issue area, has to be returned to storage.  
What are the options available? (Choose three) 
 

A. We can always use the return transfer of the picked quant to the picking bin by default 

B. Return transfer of the picked quant to the picking bin 

C. Putaway in another storage bin, possibly in another storage type 

D. The transaction is available "Return to Stock for Delivery" 

 
Answer: BCD 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
There are several indicators which are maintained in the material master to control the stock 
removal activities at material level. Which of these indicators are correct? (Choose three) 
 

A. Special movement indicator 
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B. Storage type indicator for stock removal 

C. Bulk storage indicator 

D. Two-step picking indicator 

 
Answer: ABD 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
We have an option of defining a purchase order number as a bin number when a goods are 
received. Which of the below setting are used to accomplish the same? (Choose two) 
 

A. Fixed bin 

B. Source storage bin 

C. Requirement type 

D. Dynamic storage bin 

 
Answer: CD 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
You observe wrong dates in the delivery date determination. How can we correct this? 
 

A. Use wave pick and the wave pick monitor 

B. Use a scheduling job for collective processing of documents due for delivery 

C. Modify scheduling of the MRP run 

D. Adjust the relevant transportation duration per route 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 12 
Which of the following statement correct in reference to the customizing necessary for an inbound 
delivery with reference to a purchase order? (Choose two) 
 

A. The delivery type of the inbound delivery is determined from the Customizing of the confirmation 
category 

B. We can directly define the movement type for the goods receipt posting of the delivery item 

C. A corresponding order item category may not exist for this delivery order category 

D. We do not need to define a default order type for this delivery type 

 
Answer: AD 
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